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In this paper, we calculate the genus 2 correlation functions of two- 
dimensional topological gravity in a background with two primary fields 
OQ and Oi; this extends the work of Eguchi, Yamada and Yang [8], who 
considered the case of the y^-model. 

The most interesting example of such a theory is the Gromov-Witten 
theory of CP1; in this case, there is a rigorous construction of the 
correlation functions (see Manin [15]). For CP1, our calculation may 
be made into a rigorous proof. One of our motivations was to confirm 
that the resulting potential is consistent with the Toda conjecture of 
Eguchi and Yang [5]. 

In the general case, in order to complete the proof, we must use the 
equation LiZ = 0, which is part of the Virasoro conjecture of Eguchi, 
Hori and Xiong [6]. We verify that the Virasoro conjecture then holds 
in genus 2 for these models. 

Our results agree with those of Dubrovin and Zhang [4], who use the 
method of Eguchi and Xiong [9]; in particular, they use the Virasoro 
constraints LnZ = 0, n < 10. 

1    Topological recursion relations 

1.1    Notation 

The correlators of the theory are denoted (Tfcliai ... 
/r/Cn)an)^. We denote 

To,a by Oa. The labels on the primaries are fixed in such a way that the 
puncture operator is OQ- Let r]ab be the intersection form, riab its inverse, 
and let Oa = riahOb. In the case of two primaries, the intersection form 
equals r)ah = 5a+M. 

Let Fg be the genus g potential on the large phase space: 

oo     1 

Fg — /_, ~\     y,   tkl ' * ^Cvkim - • 'Tkn,an)g' (1-1) 
Til 

n=0        k\...kn 
a\...an 

We use the summation convention with respect to the indices a; la- 
belling the primaries. 
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Denote d/dt^ by d^a- The vector field d — <9o,(b corresponding to 
the puncture operator (9o, plays a special role in the theory. The partial 
derivatives of the potential Tg are denoted 

\\rfci,ai • • • Tkn,an//g 
= ^ki,ai • • • ^kn,an^"g' 

1.2    The topological recursion relation in genus 0 

The simplest example of a topological recursion relation is obtained by 
taking the relation ^ = 0 on the zero-dimensional moduli space .Mo,3 • 
The resulting topological recursion relation is the equation 

<(rib>ar^rm,c)>o = ((rfc_i,a(!?d))o((0^,6rm?c))o. (1.2) 

Let 0 be the power series 

oo 

e(^ = ^ + J>fc+1<<TM(9%; 

it is an orthogonal matrix, in the sense that 0_1(2:) = 9*(—z). Let 
U be the matrix with components U^ = ((OaO

b})o. The topological 
recursion relation (1.2) with m = 0 may be rewritten as 

dkiae{z) = ze{z)dk9au. (i.s) 

Let da(z) — X^fclo zk dk,a) and define vector fields {I\a | k > 0} on the 
large phase space by 

k=0 

For example, D0ia = OQ^ and Diia = dha - U*dotb. 

Lemma 1.1.  We have Da(z)U = do7aU and Da(z)Q(w) =wQ(w)dojaU. 
In particular, DkjaU = DkjaQ — 0 if k > 0. 

Proof It follows easily from (1.2) that Da(z)U = doj0U] since 

Da{z)G(w) = wQ(w)Da{z)U, 

the result follows. □ 
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Corollary 1.2. The vector fields D^a and D^ commute if both k and 
£ are positive, while 

[Dk,a,do,b} = ((OaObO
c))oDk_hc. 

Proof. By Lemma 1.1, 

Da(w)Db(z) = Da(w) Q-^z^dciz) 

= e-1^)^ Da(w) dc(z) - z ((OaObO
c))0 Dc{z) 

= e-1(z)te-1(w)dMw)de(z)-z((oaoho
e))oDe(z). 

It follows that [Da(w), Db(z)] = ((OaObO
c))o(wDc(w) - zDc{z)).    D 

This corollary leads to an algorithm for the calculation of 
Da{z){(Oai •..Oa„))s by induction on n in terms of Da(z)Tg, using 
the formula 

Da(z)((Oai...Oan)}g (1.4) 
n 

= J2 ^ ' ' • t^aC*) AaJ • ' ' d0,anfg + ^ • • • d^Da(z)Tg. 

1.3    The string equation in genus 0 and coordinates 
on the large phase space 

The genus 0 string equation says that C-IFQ + 5^6*0*0 = 0' where £_! 
is the vector field 

00 

k=0 

The string equation implies the following lemma. 

Lemma 1.3. The restriction of dU to the small phase space {££ = 0 | 
k > 0} equals the identity, while for n > 1; the restriction of dnU to 
the small phase space vanishes. 

Proof. The vector fields <9o,a commute with C-i\ it follows that 

Z-iMab = ^-ido.ado^o = do^dot^-iFo = —rjab- 
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Written out explicitly, this equation says that 

oo 

dl{b
a = 8b

a + J2ti+i((OaObn,c)}o. 

Applying the operator d71-1, n > 0, we obtain 

oo 

dnUb
a = Y/tt+idn-1((OaO

brk,c))0. 
k=0 

The lemma is an immediate consequence of these formulas. □ 

In conjunction with the genus 0 topological recursion relation, this 
implies the following theorem. 

Theorem 1.4. Let ua = d((Oa))o. The functions u° = d71*^, n > 0, 
form a coordinate system in a neighbourhood of the small phase space, 
and 

Da{z) = £((0 + z dUfdUt —;. (1.5) 
n=0 OUn 

Proof. Since ub = UQ, Lemma 1.1 implies that 

Da(z)ub
n = (e-1^) dn e(z) du)b

a = ((e-1^) • d • e{z)r du)h
a. 

Since 0-1(^)-a-e(^) =d + zdU by (1.3), we conclude that Da(z)ub
n = 

By Lemma 1.3, the restriction of (d + z dU)ndU to the small phase 
space equals zn. It follows that the restriction of Dk^h

n to the small 
phase space equals <$fc>n5£; hence the functions u^ form a coordinate 
system in a neighbourhood of the small phase space. □ 

In the case that there is a single primary field, we have (d+z dU)ndU 
= z''1pn+i{zdU)j wherepn+i(/) = (d+f)nf is the (n+l)st Faa di Bruno 
polynomial. 

Corollary 1.5. If D^af = 0 for k > n, then df/dv% = 0 for k > n. 
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Corollary 1.6. In terms of the coordinates u^, the small phase space 
{t% = 0 | k > 0} is the submanifold 

Theorem 1.4 shows that the large phase space may be defined for any 
Frobenius manifold M, as the infinite jet space J^M (i.e. Dubrovin's 
"loop space"). This is seen by rewriting the matrix dUg as duc A^ 
where 

is the tensor describing the product on the tangent bundle of M. 

An attractive feature of the vector fields D^a is that they commute 
with C-i: 

[/:_1,D0(z)] = [£_1,e-1(^^)] 
= [£_!, e^COj] db(z) + Q-\z)b

a [C-utyz)] 
= (^e-1^) db(z) - e-'izt (zdb(z)) = o. 

By the genus 0 string equation, C-iU^ vanishes for n > 0, while 
C-iUa = —8$: it follows that in the coordinate system {^}, the vector 
field C-i is given by the formula 

du0' 

In the coordinate system {w£}, the string equation ll-\Tg — 0 says that 
Tg is independent of ?i0. 

Lemma 1.3 shows that dli is invertible in a neighbourhood of the 
small phase space: denote its inverse by C. We also see that its deter- 
minant A = det(<9ZY) equals 1 on the small phase space. 

1.4    The topological recursion relation in genus 1 

We now illustrate the way in which use of the vector fields I\a simplifies 
the discussion of topological recursion relations, using as an example 
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the topological recursion relation in genus 1: 

«Tfc,a)>i = ((rk-lAOb))Q{{Ob))i + U^aObO
b))». (1.7) 

Multiplying by zk and summing over fc, we obtain 

da{z)Ti = e(z)i«06)>1 + ±zda(z)Tr(U), 

hence, by Lemma 1.1, 

DaWK = ((a))! + ±zDa(z)Ti(U) = ((C6))i + ±zd0,aTr(U). 

This may be written as the sequence of differential equations 

Dk'a:Fl" i o fc > i. (L8) 

The equations (1.8) have the particular solution ^ log(A). Let ^ = 
^ ~ M l0g(^); we see ^hat Dk^ — 0 f01 all fc > 0. Hence, by Corollary 
1.5, ^ depends only on the coordinates ua] by the string equation, it 
is independent of u0. In this way, we recover a result of Dijkgraaf and 
Witten [2]: there is a function ip of the coordinates {ua} such that 
:Fi = ilog(A) + tf. 

1.5    The dilaton equation 

The dilaton equation is another important constraint on the potentials 
of topological gravity. Let V be the vector field 

v = dlfi-J2taA°- 
k=0 

The dilaton equation says that 

9     \x/24, 0 = 1, 

where % is the Euler characteristic of the background. 
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Proposition 1.7. In the coordinate system {u^}, the dilaton vector 
field V equals 

n=l 

Proof. By the genus 0 dilaton equation VTQ — —ZFo, we have X>w" = 
nu^, and the formula for V follows. □ 

2    The A2 and CP1 models in genus 2 

In genus 2, there are two topological recursion relations [11]. The first 
is 

<(Tfc,o»2 

= {(Tk-1>aO
b))Q((Ob)h + «Tfc-2>aO6»0(«Tl,6»2 - «(WC»0«a»2) 

+ <<Tfc-2)a0
6(9c))o(^ ((a))i((a»i + h ((ohoc))x) 

+ ^((Tfc_2,a0
6(m>>o<(a}}i - 2io((rfc-2,a0

6))i <(O»OcOc»0 
+ M(Tk-2,aObObO

COc))Q. (2.1) 

Using the topological recursion relations in genus 0 and 1, (2.1) may 
be rewritten as the sequence of differential equations 

where 

HktCL =   < 

Dk,a^2 = Hkw 

{{oaoboMTo «06»i«<?c}}i + h ((^^c}>i) 

-2io((ao6)}i((aa0c))o 
+9fe((a06o6aoc))o 

((aaa))o(^((06))i((0ce'd(!?(i))o 

^{(oao
boc))0{{oboco

dM{odo'oe))Q 

0 

(2.2) 

A; = 2, 

A; = 3, 

fe = 4> 

A;>4. 
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The other topological recursion relation in genus 2 is 

((rfc>aT,,6}}2 = ((Tfc)aa})2((OcT,_li6))0 + ((rfc_1,aa»o((Ccr,>6))2 

- {{Tk-i,aOc)U{n-1,bOd))Q{{OcOd))2 

+ 3((rfe_1,aT,_1,6C>c}}0(((T1,c))2 - {(OcO
d))Q{{Od))2) 

+ i((Tfc-l>aT,_1)6aCd))o((CC))l((Od}}l 
+ |(((rfe_1,aa))i((^»i + ^((rfc-1>aOcOrf)}1)((T,_1,6O

cO<i})o 
+ |((rfe_1,a0

c^))o(((r,_1,6a)>1((Od)}1 + ^n-^OoOMx) 

- |{(Tfe_1,aT,_1)6a»o(«0c^»1((^))1 + i-A((ocodo
d))1) 

+ ^((Tfc_1,aaa^»o((^cr,_1,6})1 

+ ^((Tfc-i,aa))i((r,_1)feC
c(!?(i0

d))o 

+ ^«rfc-i,ar,_1)6(!)cO(iO
d)}o((Oc))i 

- ^((rfc-i>an-i,ba))i((Oce'dC,))o 
+ lQ((Tk^an_hhOcOd))0{(OcOd))1 + Big((rfc_1>aT,_1,6aC?caOd))o. 

(2.3) 
Taking A; and I equal to 1 and using the topological recursion relations 
in genus 0 and 1, we obtain the system of differential equations 

Dl,\,a,b^2 = 72.1,1,0,6, (2-4) 

where Dlil)0j6 = DhaDltb - 3 ({OaOb0
0))o D1>c, and 

^i,i,a,6 = ?0((OaObOcOd))Q((Oc))1((O
d))1 

+ i(((oaocM(od))1 + ^{(aocod)>i)((O60c0d)>o 
+ |((CaO

c(!)d))o(((06a))i<(^))i + i((<mod}>i) 
- f ((0aaa»o(((0c0d))1((o

d»1 + jtiicroip*))!) 
+ ^{(OaOcO.o'MiO'Oi,))! + ±((oaocM(obo

codo
d))0 

+ ik((OaObOcOdOd})o((Oc))l - ^((OaCO^dO^O^o 
+ U(OaObOcOd))Q{(OcOd))x + ^{{OaObOcO

cOdO
d))Q. 

We now specialize to the case of the A2 model. In this model, there 
are two primary fields OQ and Oi, with intersection form r]^ = £a+6,i- 
Denote the associated coordinates u = ((OoOo))o = d2^ and v = 
{(OQOI))Q. The matrix U is given by the formula 

U = "Wo0   WJ' u    u 
W?   W^ ti2     V 
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and T\ = ^log(A). As was shown by Eguchi, Yamada and Yang [8], 
the genus 2 potential of the ^-model is given by the formula 

-T^a2{(ae'6))o5((acda0/)>oCaccMc^ 

+ ^ d2«<m»o d{{ocOiPe))Q d((ofogoh})0 cacchfcd°c*h. 
(2.5) 

It may be checked that this function solves the equations (2.2) and 
(2.4). 

For an arbitrary theory of topological gravity, let J^o be the func- 
tion on the large phase space given by formula (2.5). For all theories 
of topological gravity for which we know the genus 2 potential, the 
function J^o appears to be a major contribution to this potential. 

We now turn to the case of CP1. As in the ^-model, there are 
two primary fields OQ and 0\, with intersection form 7]^ = (Jo+^i. 
Again, denote the associated coordinates by u = ((C?oC?o))o ~ ^^"o 
and v = {{OQOI))Q. The matrix U is now given by the formula 

W = 
v    u 
eu   v 

and Ti = ± log(A) - ±u. 

The correlators (n^O^ ... Oan)2 and (OaiOa2 ... Oan)2 vanish in 
the CP1-model for dimensional reasons. It follows that the following 
solution to the equations (2.2) and (2.4) is the genus 2 potential: 

^2 = ^2,0 - ilo d3 «<m»o Cab + lk^ «^a»0 ^< W>o ^6   (2.6) 
+ ggg d2((OaOb)}0 d2 {{OcOd))o C™Cbd. 

The three additional terms reflect the fact that, unlike in the ^-model, 
the function ^(u) = —^u is nonzero in the CP1-model. 

The Toda conjecture of Eguchi and Yang ([5], [7], [16]) provides 
conjectural formulas for the functions ((C?iOi))^, g > 0, of the CP1- 
model: 

OO /   ^ OO \ 

V A^((0101))g = exp   -(cosh(Ad) - 1) ^ A29^   • 
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In genus 2, this yields the equation 

«0i0i»2 = e"{&ft + &&Fi + &&F* + \{&?x + &&J:o?)- (2-7) 

It is easily checked, using the explicit formula formula for ^ that this 
equation holds. 

3    Models with two primaries 

In this section, we consider topological gravity in a general background 
with two primary fields 0$ and (9i, and intersection form 77^ = £a+&,i- 
It is not clear to what extent such a model, even if it possesses a consis- 
tent loop expansion, corresponds to a physical theory: it may be that 
only the A2 and CP1-models are physical theories. The fact that our 
equations remain consistent in this setting is nevertheless very sugges- 
tive. 

Denote the associated coordinates u— ((OoOo))o and v= {{OOOI))Q. 

The genus 0 sector is characterized by the function ((C?iC?i))o; by the 
string equation, this is a function of u alone, and we denote it by ^>(u). 
The matrix U is given by the formula 

U 
v      u 

(j)(u)    V 

In this section, the correlation functions ((Tfclj01 .. >Tkn,an))g are as- 
sumed to have the following form: they are holomorphic functions of 
{(v, u) G C2 I u $L (—00,0]}, Laurent polynomials in A, and polynomial 
in the remaining coordinates {dnv,dnu \ n > 0}. 

There is a universal differential equation [10] in topological gravity 
relating the potentials JF0 and Ti. In the case of two primary fields, 
this equation says that 

i/' + 0V-2W = O. (3.1) 

It turns out that this equation is also the necessary and sufficient con- 
dition for the system of equations (2.2) and (2.4) to have a solution. 
The necessity follows from the formula 
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■01,1,0,0^2,0 — D2fl1Zit 1,0,0 

= 4(au)3(4(^)2 + (au)V)(^ + 0V - 2^")- 

Theorem 3.1. Suppose that ±<f/" + ff - 2 0V" = 0. Then the 
equations (2.2) and (2.4) have the solution Tip + ^2,1, w/iere ^.o ^ 
piven fty (2.5), anrf 

•^,1 = sfe ((I ddo,ado,bip + lddo,aipdo,biP)C ab 

+ d2((OaOb})Q (f dolCd0^ - i ao,^ do,^) cac CM 

+ (^a2(((!?aaa))oao,^ - ±d((OaObOc})oddo,di))CabCcd 

+ d2((oaob})od((ocodoe))0do,f^(^cafcbccde-f0c
accbdeef) 

+ i(fti)W,A-1). 
r/iz«s solution may be characterized by the property that its restriction 
to the small phase space, together with the restrictions of the functions 
#1,0 P^o + ^2,1); vanish. 

All of the terms in the formula for ^2,0 + ^2,1 except the last one 
^Q(5U)

4
 (j)" tj)" A-1 are associated to Feynman graphs with propagator 

C and vertices dndai ... <9afc_2Z4fc_iafc and dndai... d^V7- From this point 
of view, the last term is an instanton, which vanishes if ^ is a linear 
function of u, that is, for the A2 and CP1-models. 

One calculates that ^2,1 is given by the explicit formula 

^ = ^ (i {duf r+1 {duf r f + f d*u r + & a2« (^o2 

- ((dv)2 + l (du)2) (du)2 0' V" V' A"1 + f (du)4 f W)2 A"1 

+ (| {d2v dv - d2u dv) dv-± (du)4 <P") i>" A"1 

+ (f d3v dv - f d3u du(j)'-l d2u {duf (j)") tf A"1 

+ £(4 d2v d2u dv du (j)' - (d2v + d2u (j)'){{dv)2 + {du)2 (j)') 

+ 2 (d2v du - d2u dv) (du)2 dv (t>" - \ (duf ($')2) iP' A"2). 

Now let T2 be a general solution of (2.2) and (2.4). Write J^ = 
•^2,0 + ^2,1 + /2- By the equations (2.2), Dfe,a/2 = 0 for k > 1; thus, /2 
is a function of the coordinates {M, dv, du}. 

Theorem 3.2. Define the functions ha = ha(u) by the formula ha = 

d(dua) 
. Then 

(dv,du)=(l,0) 
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/2 = | dua duh
a hh = I dua dub Ac

abhc 

= \{(dv)2 + </>' (du)2) ho(u) + dvduh^u). 

Proof. Let   /2    =    | dua dU* hb]   then   Dhl^bf2    =    0   and   ft0    = 

d(dua) (dv}du)=(i,o)' 

Thus /2 — /2 satisfies the equations Dk,a(f2 — /2) = 0 for A; > 1, 
and Di^i a,6(/2 — /2) = 0, as well as the dilaton equation V(f2 — /z) = 
2(/2 — /b)) and is thus determined by the restrictions of the partial 
derivatives <9i,a(/2 — /2) to the small phase space. But these vanish; we 
conclude that f2 = f2> Q 

In the next section, we determine the functions /ia. 

4    Virasoro constraints 

We now show that the Virasoro constraints LQZ = LiZ = 0 of Eguchi, 
Hori and Xiong [6], as generalized to arbitrary Frobenius manifolds by 
Dubrovin and Zhang [3], may be used to complete the determination 
of the genus 2 potential in two-primary models of topological gravity. 

The constraint LQZ = 0 

According to Dubrovin and Zhang [3], an Euler vector on a Frobenius 
manifold determines matrices fj, and i?[n], n > 0, which satisfy the 
commutation relations [/i,i2[n]] = nR[n] and the symmetry conditions 
l^ab + Hba = 0 and 

R[n}ab + {-l)nR[n}ba = 0. 

The basis Oa of primary fields may be chosen in such a way that the 
matrix fi is diagonal 

£ = %*» 
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and no < iia for a ^ 0. Setting da — fia — IJ,Q and d = — 2//o, we have 
V>a = da- d/2. 

For the Gromov-Witten invariants of a Kahler manifold X, the pri- 
maries Oa form a basis of the De Rham cohomology H* (X, C), and the 
number da is the holomorphic degree of (9a, that is Oa G Hda'*(X, C). 
(In particular, d equals the complex dimension of X.) In this case, i?[l] 
is the matrix of multiplication by Ci(X), and R[n] = 0 for n > 1. 

Introduce the vector field 

oo     ( k ^ 

co = ^2\u+k+\)iidk,b+Y,wtndk-e,b , 
k=0   I £=1 ) 

where t% are the shifted coordinates t% = t% — c^i^o* The Virasoro 
constraint L^Z = 0 in genus g = 0 may be expressed as the following 
equation: 

£oW + M + [fz,W] + /2[l] = 0. (4.1) 

In genus ^ > 0, the Virasoro constraint LQZ = 0 says that 

^.F, + K,1T*(i-/i2) = 0. (4.2) 

These equations are known to hold for Gromov-Witten invariants [14]. 

Let £ = £ad/dua be the Euler vector field, where 

£a = {l-da)u
a + R[l)l. (4.3) 

Then (4.1) implies that 

CQu
a + £a = 0. (4.4) 

In calculating the action of the vector field Co in the coordinate system 
{^}, we use (4.4) together with the commutation relation [5, Co] = 
Ki - d)d. 

In the case of two primary fields, we have /i = \ [ ~~* 2] • Consider 
first the case in which d equals 1; then R[l\ — [ooj- ^y (4.1), we 
see that 4> = celulr\ redefining u, we may assume that r = 2, and we 
recover the CP^model. Since Tr(//2 - \) = 0, we see from (4.2) that 
CQJ

7
! = 0; (3.1), now shows that I/J = —^u) consistent with the known 

form of 7*i in the CP^model. 
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The equation L§T<i = 0 of (4.2) constrains the functions ha{u) of 
Theorem 3.2; if d = 1, it forces them to have negative degree in eu, and 
hence to vanish, as we have already observed, 

If d 7^ 1, the matrix R\\\ vanishes. By (4.1), we see that (\){u) = 
n(i+^)/(i-^)5 Up to a constant which we take to equal 1. (For example, 
the yl2-model, has d = | and (^(u) = u2.) In genus 1, the equation (4.2) 
shows that ifriu) is proportional to log(ti); both (3.1) and (4.2) yield 
the same answer for this constant, 

^ = m^T)log(w)' 
Note that the ^-model, for which d — |, has ^ = 0.   The equation 
£0;F2 = 0 imposes the homogeneities /ifl(w)"= Cfliz«1+0>d-3y(1-d). 

The constraint L\Z = 0 

Let Ci be the vector field 

A = -(/i»-§)(^ + §)<(0-))<A« 

fc=0 '- 

e<k+i 

£i+£2<k+l 

Let V = eU] by (4.1), V = U + [//,W] + i?[l]. The constraint Lrf = 0 
in genus 0 may written (Dubrovin and Zhang [3]; cf.  Theorem 5.7 of 
[12]) 

dU + V2 = 0. (4.5) 

In particular, we see that 

£i«a + E bScAl = 0. (4.6) 

In genus g > 0,the constraint LiZ = 0 is 

C1T9 + \(\-^(^2((Oa))h((Ob))9-h + ({OaOb))g^)=0. (4.7) 
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In the case of two primaries, this becomes 

CxTg + |(1 - rf2) (£«0o»fc «0i»,-* + <(0oCi})s-i) = 0.   (4.8) 

In calculating the action of the vector field A in the coordinate 
system {TZ£}, we use (4.6) and the commutation relation 

{d^ A] = (0* + J)(/i + |))^i,6 + ((M + J)V + Vfo + I))^0,6. (4.9) 

In the case of two primaries, this implies that 

ra £ i = / (! - rf) (l (3 - rf) A,o + « ^o.o + u ^0,1),    d ^ 1, 
'   .1J     \2Do,i, d=l. 

Using these formulas, we see that the case g — 2 of (4.8) yields the 
equation 

0 = A^b + J(l - d2) («Oo»i <(Oi»i + <(OoOi»i) 
= - 6((d+ l)Co + ^o^rf- l)(3d- 5)(d- 2)) u^dvdu 

+ 3 Ci(d -1)^^-2)^1-^^^)2 + 0' (a«)2). 

It follows that /it = 0 and 

completing the determination of J^- 

Our formula for Ti agrees with that of Dubrovin and Zhang [4], 
who apply the method of Eguchi and Xiong [9]; in other words, they 
use the constraints D^Ti — 0, k > 4, and LnZ = 0, n < 10. 

The higher Virasoro constraints 

The higher Virasoro constraints are given by formulas involving a Lie 
algebra of vector fields £n, n > — 1, on the large phase space, which 
satisfy the commutation relations 
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This Lie algebra is generated by £_i and >Cn, for any n > 1. 

Just as for CQ and £i, we can avoid using the explicit formula for 
Cn. The Virasoro constraint LnZ = 0 in genus 0 may be written 

£nW + Vn+1 = 0. (4.11) 

In calculating the action of the vector field £2 in the coordinate system 
{i^}, we use (4.11) and the commutation relation [13] 

n 

[do,a,Cn} = Y/(Zn,i)b
aDitb, (4.12) 

where the matrices B^ are determined by the recursion 

Bn,z = (fl + l + ^^n-l,!-! + V Bn-i^, 

with initial condition B..^ = (^+1,0• 

In the case of two primaries, with n = 2, this implies that 

'(l-d)(!(3-d)(5-d)D2to 
+f(3 - d)vDlfi + l{d2-2d + 9)uDlil 

+(|v2 + i(l + d)(3 - d)u<f>(u))D0fl + 3uvD0tl),    d^l, 

{6Dltl + ±euDQfl + GUDQ,! , d = 1. 

&£*] = { 

In genus g > 0,the constraint L2Z = 0 is 

^l^+(A*»-i)(A*a-5)(Ma + J)»?a6 

'9-1 

E((7-M»/l(W)9-/l+((T1)ac»b))g-1 

i (3/*;+3^ - \)R[i}ab 

'9-1 

J2((Oa))h ({Ob))9-h + {{OaOb))g^    = 0. 

It may be verified that T2 satisfies this equation. 

Since the differentials operators Ln5 n > — 1, lie in the Lie algebra 
generated by L_i and L2, it follows that the Virasoro conjecture holds 
to genus 2 for two-primary models. 
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The Belorousski-Pandharipande equation 

The Belorousski-Pandharipande equation [1] is a differential equation 
satisfied by the genus 2 potential, analogous to the equation (3.1) in 
genus 1; it may be expressed as saying that a certain cubic polyno- 
mial in the coordinates {ua} vanishes. It turns out that in the case 
of backgrounds with two primaries, the equation gives a second (and 
thus rigorous) derivation of the above formula for Co, but leaves Ci 
undetermined. 

Taking Theorem 3.2 and the equations C-i^ = 0 and CQ^ = 
0 into account, the Belorousski-Pandharipande equation reduces to a 
single equation 

0' K -WhQ-± r1 -1 r ^+h m2 - o. 
With <t>{u) = ua+tO/a-*) and <il){u) = fggy log(ix), the function /IQ of 
(4.10) satisfies this equation. 
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